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Spin structure

Dirac (1920s) wanted a di�erential operator whose square was the (Minkowski
space) Laplacian the Dirac operator in relativistic QM.

To construct a global, well-defined di�erential operator like this on an oriented
Riemannian manifold X, need the derivatives of the transition functions to lift from
det=+1 orthogonal transformations to being valued in the simply-connected
covering group of SO(n), namely Spin(n).

Alternatively: the frame bundle’s classifying map X→ BSO(n) lifts:

BSpin(n)

��

X //

;;

BSO(n)



String structure

For mysterious string theory purposes (“Green-Schwarz anomaly cancellation”), one
needs to impose another condition on a Spin manifold to get a well-defined system. . .

. . . a further lift:
B??

��

BSpin(n)

��

M //

::

::

BSO(n)

where now B?? has trivial π4, but otherwise same πk as BSpin(n).

But B?? cannot be the classifying space of a finite-dimensional Lie group!



String (2-)group I
Stolz and Teichner constructed a natural topological group String(n)ST that could
play the role, but we cannot do di�erential geometry with it!

Next best thing: forget Lie groups, and use a Lie 2-group!

Formally speaking, this is a group object in Lie groupoids. Encode using a crossed
module:

Definition
A crossed module consists of Lie groups

K̂
t−→ L

such that K= t(K̂) is (closed and) normal in L, K̂→ K is a (locally trivial) central extension,
and a lift to K̂ of the adjoint action of L on K (and the induced K̂-action on K̂ is just Ad).

Example (Baez–Crans–Schreiber–Stevenson): Given a compact, simple,

simply-connected Lie group G, take
(
Ω̂G→ PG

)



String (2-)group II

The action groupoid L//K̂ (action via t) is the corresponding group object in Lie
groupoids.
The geometric realisation of L//K̂ is a topological group, and for the BCSS example,
there is a topological group extension

|PG//Ω̂G|→G

inducing isomorphisms on all πk except π3.

So for G= Spin(n), this does indeed capture the correct homotopy type as needed.

More generally, we define StringG :=
(
Ω̂G→ PG

)
, so can consider StringSU(n) etc.

But what does it mean to have a “frame bundle” where the structure group is a
crossed module?



Intro higher geometry: bundle gerbes I

Simpler example of a crossed module: U(1)→ 1. “Bundles” with this structure
“group” are already known, and date back to 1994.

Definition (Murray)

A U(1)-bundle gerbe on a manifold X is a Lie groupoid Z1⇒ Z0 equipped with a functor to
X such that:
I The map Z0→ X is a surjective submersion

I The map Z1→ Z0×X Z0 =: Z
[2]
0 is a principal U(1)-bundle, . . .

I . . . using the action of the inertia bundle Z0×Z2
0
Z1 ' Z0×U(1) (and we demand the

left/right actions agree)

This is a “locally trivial” (U(1)→ 1)-bundle, using a type of generalised morphisms
between Lie groupoids.



Intro higher geometry: bundle gerbes II

We say an U(1)-bundle gerbe Z is trivial if there is an U(1)-bundle T → Z0 such that
Z is isomorphic to t∗T ⊗U(1) s

∗T∗⇒ Z0. The obstruction is measured by a class
DD(Z) ∈H3(X,Z).

Consider a (locally trivial) central extension U(1)→ Ĝ→G of Lie groups (eg
U(1)→ Spinc(n)→ SO(n)). Then for a principal G-bundle P→ X, there is an
U(1)-bundle gerbe, namely

P//Ĝ→ X

This bundle gerbe is trivial if and only if P lifts to a Ĝ-bundle P̂→ X.

We need to repeat this story, but with a crossed module in place of Ĝ!



Rigid bundle 2-gerbes

Bundle 2-gerbes are, usually, descent data valued in the weak bigroupoid stack of
bundle gerbes.
But instead I will use a stricter (bi)simplicial approach. I will talk through the picture
on the next page.

You should think of E⇒ Z1⇒ Y as being the underlying globular manifold of a Lie
2-groupoid, in what follows.





The Chern–Simons rigid bundle 2-gerbe associated to a G-bundle.
(Is a model for Q//StringG!)



Trivialisations of rigid 2-gerbes

Just as a bundle gerbe can be trivial, the same can be said for a rigid 2-gerbe. Instead
of asking for a U(1)-bundle satisfying a condition, we ask for a bundle gerbe that
satisfies a condition.

For the Chern–Simons rigid bundle 2-gerbe, this is obstructed by the class
−p1

2 (Q) ∈H4(X,Z).





Connective structures I

So far: only really sees the topology.

Can define a notion of connective structure on a bundle gerbe Z1⇒ Z0 on X:

I a 1-form a on Z1 that is a connection on Z1→ Z
[2]
0

I a 2-form B on Z0

I da= t∗B− s∗B

I compatibility of a with composition in Z

The curvature 3-form dB descends along Z0→ X, is closed on X, and is the image in
H3

dR(X) of the integral obstruction class.

These are known to always exist, and lots of explicit examples!



Connective structures II

Recall that a rigid bundle 2-gerbe has, sitting inside it, the truncated globular
manifold E⇒ Z1⇒ Y. A connective structure consists of
I a 1-form a on E that is a connection on E→ Z1×Y[2] Z1

I a 2-form B on Z1

I satisfying da= t∗B− s∗B

I a 3-form C on Y
I satisfying dB= t∗C− s∗C

I compatibility of a with “vertical composition”
I a 1-form α on Z2 such that dα= d∗0B−d∗1B+d∗2B

I compatibility between a, α and “horizontal composition”

The curvature 4-form dC descends along Y→ X, is closed on X, and represents the
image in H4

dR(X) of the integral obstruction to triviality.

These always exist! (New, and hard part, is the last two)



Connective structures II

But can we find interesting, and explicit examples? Yes!

Given a G-bundle Q→ X with a connection A, the resulting Chern–Simons rigid
bundle 2-gerbe has an explicit connective structure (in terms of A). The curvature
4-form is the negative of the Chern–Weil representative for p1

2 (Q) (up to
normalisation, this is tr(F2A)).

There is also a notion of what it means for a trivialisation of a rigid bundle 2-gerbe to
have a connective structure: involves two more 1-forms and a 2-form. This data gives
rise to a primitive for tr(F2A). Given a trivialisation, these always exist!

This last piece of data gives us an explicit geometric string structure in the sense of
Waldorf.



Homogeneous geometric string structure

H<G are a pair of compact, simple, simply-connected Lie groups, H of Dynkin index 1 in G.
We have explicit formulas for all the connective data and the geometric string structure itself.



Outlook

Christian Saemann, Martin Wolf and collaborators have also been working to get
(physics-level!) explicit formulas for connections on principal StringG-bundles
(arXiv:2203.00092 gives one on S4, modulo some forthcoming corrections).

A geometric string structure as defined here gives a String-equivariant U(1)-gerbe
with connection on top of the starting principal-bundle. Idea is to next patch
together this data to get honest StringH-valued connections, on all suitable
homogeneous spaces G/H.

This philosophy of working extremely explicitly has already detected subtle
(non-crucial) errors in the literature. Also means the theory is driven by the examples

We are giving explicit representatives for maps in certain ∞-toposes that are only
defined up to a contractible space of choices. The universal property is not good
enough for actual physics calculations to be done!


